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HAMILTONIAN CIRCUITS IN SOME MAPS ON THE TORUS 
5 1. introductiori 
8 2. Regular mans of type { 3,6} on the torus 
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Note that a prki it may happen that ;f p3tll L is normal, but for some 
scrtex x on L, .!I is not nom-A in the verta .Y. This may happen only if 
&! cute its& at the vrlrt~ v’. k~evt‘r. ue prow that this is impossible. 
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T of the same type as t. but with one (or rare) vertice less. Now, by 
induction on rl, w ~onc!ude that this case A also impossible, and our 
theorem is thw proved. 
Theorem I mahics us to de ictibe the (j. k)-rcp~~~rrtcr~on of a map of 
bt 7% a map of type (3.6) on the torus, with 
ne of its vertices, 2nd denote by L I9 L2, L3 the three 
ormal paths tqtau I, ordzred cyclic4ly clockwise. Cut the torus 
along the whole f Lj, then Martin at I m&e another cut along Lk 
(k 36: j) in my of the two possible directisns, until reaching Li again for 
the first time. Now, starting at I, denote the vertices on L, by 2,3, . . . . rq 
(FJ~ is the Icngtlj of L,, j = 1.2,3) in the folk,wing direction: 
If k z i + I hmd3), take the direction such that going from it 
cycircally cour.tcr&xkwis;e aroulrd 1 we first meet Li__ I and next the 
cut on LI. 
Ifkq-. II od 3). take the direction such that going from it 
cyclically clo&uGse around I WC first meet !j+l and next the cut on L,. 
Both ends olt‘ hc cut on L1 are on Li . One of them is I , the other is 
$ Ir. The length of the cut on l.& is obviously q =; u/q. . 
Thus, our tc-trat with its map 7 IS unfolded into a rectangle as shown 
in fig. 4 (for k 2 i + I ) or fig. 5 tfor A f j - i I, yielding the (j, k)-repte- 
santcltion of the map T. Note that for reconstructing the map T from 
its (j, k)_represctrtation e identit”les the vertical sides of the rectangle 
in the natural n;rnnet, but the identificaticln of the horizontal sides 
needs some sh fting, so that a vertex in the lower side is identified with 
a vertex in the upper side, which is usually not above it (unless dj.& 7 1). 
A tfamiltoniasn circuit can be easily found in T, /*s sho*Mn it1 fig. 4 for 
even m/. and i.r fig. 5 for odd nri, thus proting: 
However, e x may ask if it is always po?$*sibie to find in ow map a 
particular HarAlhonian circuit C such that every triangle in the map has 
exactly one ecge on C. The existence of ~uclo acircuit would yield that 
our map may be geometrically imbedded i:3 3-dimensional Euclidean 
space (see f S] and [ 21 Theorem 31, if the graph of the map has no loops 
and double edges Unfortunately, none of the Hamiltonian circuits in 
. fies . ,5 is of this type. In the foilowing, we investigate sufficient con- 
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We don’l kr,~w if the suffkicnt condition of Theorem 3 is also a 
nck-cs.tiry one- )I~w~‘Yc~. the map with the least number of vertices 
which does not ~tkf’v the condition of Th::orem 3 is the map with the 
chsrackristk tripk w%, nz=2, i=3 (fig. 7). and a careful examination of 
ail the possibilities shuws that in this map there is no Hamiltonian circuit 
C with the prupcrty that each of the 24 triqglcs of the map has exactly 
one edge on C. tThus showing that the statement made in [ 1 f and cited 
in ISI. that in every map of the type {3&j on the torus there is a 
Hamiltonian circuit sharing exactly one edge with every triangle in the 
map, is nut true.1 
. 
Fig. a. 
53. Regular maps of typa (4,4} on the torus 
54. Regular maps of type { 6,3) on tha torus 
Of tSPe tl’lrec different types af regular maps r3n the torus, it is thft 
most difficult to find a Hamiltonian circuit in the typ {Ej, 3) LAS T be 
ch 2 ma& with if kxagons. ‘The: dual map T* is of type (3 .&& with v 
~~rlice~~ r3bv~ousl~, to find a Ha.miHonian circuit in T is qukaknt to 
he pnx~biem of finding a simple circuit of triangles i:n P, cot xing the 
Whok map T*, Sur-’ h that every two adjacent trianglrs in this &xxit 
&are ;? ~3ommon edge. To se tfiat this is not always easy, the tc!adcr in 
~nvjt~d to find sm& a circuit in the map of fig. 7. 
fin& tet it Ix the number of hexagons in T (hence al!io the number of 
werrt;~~~ in TV, and kt C be a Hamiltonian kxit in F* with the 
rty .men%isned above. It is sufficient to grove the c”xistenc‘e of a 
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simple ~idulr cd’ triarigks in T*, covering the whole of T*, such +at 
~NTY ~WQ adjacent trhgles in this circuit share a common edge. We 
claim that the chain c’ of triangles in I”‘* ahjng C (i.e. sharing a ver$ex 
pr m edg:t’ with C) at one side of C and taken in their natural order, has 
the desired properties. First, it is efear that 1 he chain C’ is closed, and 
every two triangles adjacent in C’ share a ec!lmmon edge which is not on 
C-I 
C’ does not cut itself. NatneJy, if it woulcf.. then either tJ]ere are two 
triangles U, 11 adjacent in C’ such that going along C’, we go from Q to b 
and then back too, %>ut this would imply that b has two edges belonging 
to C, which is a contradiction, or thcsre is la triangle u in C’ which is ad- 
jacent in C’ tcg three triangles haring an edl.:e with u. But this contradicts 
the fact that one of the edges ofu is on C, and therefore is not common 
to t\vo triangles adjacent in C’. 
Next we prove that every triangle in T’y iz; ii1 C ‘. Assume that this is 
not the case, and that the triangie (x_w) is not in C’. One of itsvertices 
and the opposite edge are on C, Jet x E C, (_vz E C, say. Let w f x be tile 
vertex su41 that isn’t P. Then (s_Yw)$ C’, and one of the edges (SW), 
(YW). {~W,. sa;‘, is on C. in the same mannq:r we continue to get the 
triangle (UXW)~ C ‘, and so on. If that procxss ends before coming back 
to the triangle (.xJ x ). then the last triangle in this sequence has two edps 
on C, which is a contradiction. If we arrive back at (xyz), we get a closed 
simple chain Cn of triangics, the union of r,rhich we calf T, . Thus C 
separates the torus into two regions T,, Tt, one of which should be a 
disc. Srnce every edge in C is art edge of a triangle in C’ as ~11~s of a 
WangIt% irl CH and there are er edges on C’ aF.d 2.1 triangles in T*, we thus 
obtain& that T2 is Ihe uli~ of ali t!re triaq&s in C ‘, that there are u 
tri;tr@cs in T, and ~1 :rian@es in T2, that there are v Fdges and u vertices 
on the boundary of T, which is also the bo’clndary of Tz, and that therl: 
are L’ edges inside T, and 11 edges inside T2. Hence the number of vertices 
minus the nu&xr of edges plus the number of triangles is zero in both 
T, and T2. And since one of T,, T2 Is a dis’z, this is in contradiction with 
Ecter‘s equation, hence our theorem is proved. 
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However, WC 
ttipk can not exist. Considering the conrphcated ccsnditicms (_a)--+$, it 
SWII~ reasonahk that if there is any regular map T of type {S, 3) on the 
torus which fails to satisfy the conditions c?f Theorem 7. then the num- 
ber of hexagons in T shouI~ be extraordinarily targr. 
Considering Harnilknian paths. the situation is much simpler: 
Roof. Consider any of the (j, k)-repr~~trtk-~ns of the dual T* to our 
map T, say Pm (1 ) 2)-representation. In fig. 9, we const;ruct a “simple 
path” of trim&s covering the whole of P, s;tch that every two adja- 
cent triangles in thi?; “path” share a common edge. Clearly, the dual in 
T to this path is the desk d Hamiltonian p;tth (it is a circuit if and onk$ 
ifi=l). 
c 
in this section, we prove the existcnc‘e 01’ 3 H:miltonian circuit in 
every 6axmected graph of genus 1. This stakmelG is due to R.A. Duke 
(privats comlnsuGcsCc,n) and the proof giwn here is due k:, the author. 
The gems of a connected graph G is the Venus g of an ktsnted 2- 
manifold M in which 6’ WI bc rmber3ded? provided G catt not be em- 
kdded in any oriented 2-manifold of genu; < g. It WLS proven in f 111 
that if the genus of G and of the manifold M is g, then fGr every em- 
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